
 

GOLDEN RIVER OF LIFE EMPOWERMENT SESSION 

Would you like to receive support to walk  
a loving, clear and empowered path in life? 

We all at times experience a great sense of fulfilment and empowerment in 
life, all flows in sync… And at times what we intend is just not flowing, not 
moving forward. We can feel unsupported, emotionally or mentally unclear 
or disempowered about how to be with this, how to make a shift, how to 
create what we really wish to experience in life… 

The universe follows our intentions in life 
Intention + Sound = Creation 

A Golden River of Life Empowerment Session supports you to make a 
profound and lasting transformation in the core of your being in any area in 
your life where you wish for inspiration, fulfilment and empowerment. 

If you... 

• wish to expand a wonderful project you are creating,  
• experience a lack in energy, physically, emotionally, mentally or 

spiritually,  
• have questions that keep returning,  
• are unclear in making a decision that is well overdue,  
• feel sad, alone, disconnected, or wonder what is going on 

... an Empowerment Session may offer you support in ... 

• creating flow in your energy and connection to the Universal Field,  
• opening your heart to your inspiration, joy and passion,  
• discovering the answers and insights you have been looking for,  
• feeling confident, clear and empowered to decide and take the 

next step in your life,  
• allowing Creation to flow through you into your projects and 

relationships 



What will I receive? 

In the Empowerment Session you receive sacred sound, light infusions and 
gentle hands on (physically when Live, etherically when Long Distance) to 
open your receptivity and flow (Feminine/Heart), your focus and direction 
(Masculine/Mind) and your joy and sense of belonging (Soul/Body). 

While you lay safely in a sacred healing chamber you receive powerful 
Sound and Light transmissions to open your Golden River to flow again 
through the union of your will, your feelings and your thoughts. This may 
assist you to create: 

• Clarity in your intention – communicate and live what you really want 
to create in life 

• Open your creative power, your divine energy, your Voice – access 
the power that you hold and direct this to create your intention/vision 

• Liberation of any blockages or karmic energies to synchronize flow in 
your creative energy and consciousness – your Golden River 

How does an Empowerment Session support me? 

You are held in a sacred healing temple with your Soul and Spirit. Your 
Divine Presence, Guides, the Ancient Ones, Mothers and Fathers of Love 
and Creation come forth to bring you all the Sound and Light frequencies, 
the guidance, practices, mantras that are in the highest for your being to... 

1. Set a positive intention that sings your heart – trusting you are powerful to 
create this, it is easy and you are fully supported. 

2. Open your chakras and cells to receive all nourishment that is present in 
the Universe for you to feel safe, confident and a sense of belonging. 

3. Clear incomplete, unfulfilled or mis-creations and liberate karmic 
blockages and attachments. 

4. Ignite your Power of Creation to feed into all your cells, chakras, and into 
the area of your life you are empowering yourself in. 

5. Ground your inner shift and use your energy, your thoughts, words and 
actions in a new way in your daily life. 

Two levels of Empowerment Sessions 

1: Creating flow in your power of creation - a deep shift in the core of your 
being, opening your thinking, feeling, speaking and acting in relation to any 
experience, project or relationship – balancing your energy, aligning your 
will and consciousness to be free and empowered.  



2: Creating growth and expansion in your creation energy – access and 
ground more of your power and creative energy from the multidimensional 
realms your soul and spirit live in. 

LELAMA SJAMAR is a loving, embodied Sound and Light Healing Channel. 
Her profound transmissions are sourced in the Universal and Inner Earth 
realms of Creation. Her connection with the Councils of Light and Ancient 
Ones is established over 20 years of training, supporting her own, and 
other’s, energy and physical body to open to receive and transmit the 
Universal Current of Creation. 

Lelama’s Sound Current is powerful, concise and fully directed by your 
Divine Presence and guides, by the intention you set for your transformation 
in life. Lelama will support you to release the core of your issue at the time of 
the session. This will allow you to create the deepest shift, for as the core of 
an issue is liberated, many energies in life begin to flow in a new way. 

Lelama communicates with the many dimensions of your being, supporting 
your body, mind, soul and spirit to be nourished, fed and empowered to the 
highest potential for your being. This will create an opening in your physical, 
emotional and mental state of being, and enables you to source power in 
your soul and spiritual connection to the Earth and the Starry Realms.  

Receive a Golden River of Life Empowerment Session Live, when Lelama is in 
your area, or Long Distance via Skype. The session has a duration of 1.5 – 2 
hours for the exchange of $180. 

Book your personal Empowerment Session: Contact Lelama via email at 
lelama@thedivineuniversity.com or call/sms Lelama at 0411 219 308 (in 
Australia) 

What people say… 

“Thank you so much, Lelama, for being the space and the source where I can 
metamorphose safely into the true beautiful me. I feel so blessed to have met you. 
I'm becoming very connected to the universe/spiritual world, more than ever 
through our encounter. Lots of love…” Linh Lalich, interior design and property 
development, Sydney 

“What an amazing gift…that words cannot fully describe! I truly feel my life has 
changed by these sessions from you. My every cell is humming in synchronicity, full 
of life and creativity. My body feels light and free, having released all burdens and 
worries of my large projects in life, filled now with a golden river of creation, so I am 
able to walk forward without blockage, free in my energy. When you moved my 
body, my whole universe was touched beyond time space and dimension.  This is 
God’s work, truly powerful…priceless to me.” Qala Sri’ama, Founder of The Divine 
University, Spiritual teacher 



Read more about the Golden River of Life and the Empowerment Session 
here… 

GOLDEN RIVER OF LIFE 

The Golden River of Life is the Universal Sound Current or Current of Creation 
that flows through any being. Through this current of divine energy you may 
source into the universal and earth realms of creation. This current, when it 
freely flows, feeds creation power into your energy field or creation matrix 
and via your chakras into all your projects, relationships. This Creation 
Current feeds divine energy/power into all your chakras, cells, organs, 
expands your divine connection and influences your feelings, thoughts and 
experiences in life to be positive, fulfilling and empowering.  

The Golden River of Life is filled with Sound and Light codes that create you 
to access the most powerful nourishment and essential building blocks for 
any creations in your life. You have a source vortex inside your physical and 
energy body that stores your power of creation and connects into the 
universal source pool of creation energy. This is your Amrita Gateway, or 
Gateway of Life, that is located around your Sacral Chakra, between your 
Hara and Base Chakras and hips.  

In the Empowerment Session, once you are connected to the Universal Field 
of Oneness and Love via your open Heart, the Amrita Gateway is the first 
portal of focus to be opened, cleared and ignited with the divine energy, 
so you may access this power of creation that you have stored from all your 
previous creations. 

Co-creating with the Field 

When you are fully open to receive and transmit divine energy in your 
Golden River and are able to allow this sound current to flow and transmit 
through your chakras, cells and organs, the creation of all in your life may 
be effortless, magical, easy, harmonious, and you may feel inspired, 
passionate, fulfilled and empowered in the way you create your projects 
and relationships.  

You may experience a sense of synchronicity, divine timing and clarity, 
focus, purpose/direction and connectedness in your life. What you intend 
to create may  

 simply be imbued by this current and come to fruition, as Divine Plan of 
Presence wills it for you. For you are co-creating with the Universal Field of 
Creation! 

To powerfully create your reality you open yourself to these truths: 



1. I own my creation, I am the creator of my reality through the flow of the 
Sound/Creation Current through my energy body and physical body, 
through the use of my thoughts, feelings, words and actions in life. 

2. I have the power to recreate, as I have co-created every experience or 
situation in my life. 

3. It is easy to recreate this! All it requires is that I set a clear intention for my 
creation and open myself to allow the Golden River of Life (= 
Sound/creation Current) to freely run through me. The universe always 
supports and responds to my clear and positive intentions for creation:  

Intention + Sound = Creation 

4. To create most powerfully in life, I create from the inside out! 

Rather than seeking solutions for any obstacles in the creation of your 
journey in life in the outer world, you will most successfully open your 
creative power and be fulfilled, empowered in life, by liberating your own 
energy system, your body, mind, soul and spirit. 

Incomplete creations 

However, many old, incomplete, unfulfilled and at times even mis-creations 
are also stored in the Amrita Gateway, the source vortex of Creation Power 
in your body, and in your soul’s and cellular memory held in the chakras, 
cells and organs in your body.  

Memories may influence your ability to set a clear intention, and can 
obstruct the freeflow of your Golden River of Life. This can create blockages, 
attachments and possibly even disconnection in certain areas of your life, 
as the creation current is no longer able to freely feed into the chakras or 
cells in your body. 

This is a natural part of evolving in your energy and consciousness. This 
occurs for all of us in our journey of opening to our divinity and our true 
Power of Creation. If you are simply able to meet the memory, the 
unresolved or karmic energy with love and compassion and forgiveness, 
and with the appropriate sound and light transmissions, you can easily 
release the blockages or attachments and create your River of Life to flow 
freely again. You will again feel empowered and supported to create what 
you intend to. It’s like being in the slipstream of life… 

GOLDEN RIVER OF LIFE EMPOWERMENT SESSION 

In an Empowerment Session this is exactly what occurs... You acknowledge 
that in a certain area of your life your energy, feelings, thoughts, 
experiences aren’t flowing as you would like them to. You may feel a sense 
of limitation or attachment, a blockage in the flow of your energy or in the 



clarity of your direction. You may be unable to fully tap into your power to 
create or allow the Universal Sound/Creation Current to flow through you. 

Once you have acknowledged this, you are supported to rephrase this 
occurrence and make a positive statement or Intention in relation to what 
you do want to create, how you do wish to live, what really inspires you. This 
sets the energy for the session in communication with your Higher Self, so 
the Universal Field may respond and assist you in what you truly intend to 
create. 

The next step is that you simply lay back in a beautiful Universal Healing 
Chamber, in a Temple of Love and Creation and fully relax, give permission 
to receive the powerful Sound and Light transmissions and Universal Healing 
energies that come from the Creation Mothers and Fathers, from the 
Ancestors, from the Angels, Archangels and Masters of Creation, the Voidal 
Mothers and the Mothers of Love.  

These transmissions are fully guided and directed by your Higher Self and 
Divine Presence, who have a powerful overview of your Life Path and are 
able to direct this energy flow, this reconnection of the Golden River of Life 
in your chakras, your energy system, your cells and organs in the highest for 
your being at this time in full alignment with the intention you have set. 

I look forward to connect with you on your Sacred Journey in life and love 
to support you to feel more empowered and fulfilled along your way. 

In love and oneness 

Lelama 

 

 


